IP/MPLS and Optical technologies are the foundations of current Carrier-Grade Networks (CGNs), due to both the flexibility of IP/MPLS to provide services with distinct requirements and the high transport capacity offered by new Optical technologies, such as Elastic Optical Networks (EONs). However, despite the widespread adoption of these two technologies, interoperability issues still impact on key network features, in particular on resilience capabilities. Resilience is gaining momentum in recent years due to the advent of new CGN scenarios, such as Data Center Networks (DCNs), where a link or a node failure might lead to a substantial traffic loss. We consider that any potential contribution on the resilience arena, must be built on top of a solid knowledge of available proposals emphasizing most appealing research trends and the limitations affecting the management of resilience in CGNs. Aligned to this scenario, the main goals of this article are: (1) compile distinct approaches for managing resilience; (2) describe in a comprehensive manner, the challenges faced by CGN operators in order to manage resilience; (3) show why current solutions for managing resilience do not completely address the interoperability issues present in multi-layer CGNs with multi-vendor settings, and; (4) provide insights for future trends.
Introduction
For many years, Carrier-Grade Networks (CGN) have undergone substantial changes, mainly driven by the ever-increasing demand for transmission capacity, recently pushed by the set of emerging services offered to users, supported by a fast development of novel technologies. At present, CGNs are based on a multi-layer network model where IP and Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) technologies are used as the service layer, whereas optical technologies such as Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) are used as the transport medium [1] . While it is widely accepted that this layered structure brings key benefits to the overall network performance, it is also recognized that strict demands about layers coordination are required.
Unfortunately, from a management perspective, both network layers (IP/MPLS and Optical) are highly isolated from each other. The isolation between these two network 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 tive criticism elaborating on why the absence of interoperability between the management plane of both IP/MPLS and Optical network layers significantly diminishes the coordination of recovery actions, and why, in practice, the management of resilience in multi-layer CGNs has not been fully accomplished at present. In addition, we provide insights of future trends concerning multi-layer resilience, as well as some directions to reveal the resilience solution with greater acceptance among network operators.
Similar studies can be found in [8, 9] , where authors describe the operation of several resilience strategies for multi-layer CGNs. Unlike those contributions, this paper is not limited to describe the underlying mechanism of some multi-layer resilience strategies, but rather this paper also focuses on the open issues that must be solved (from a CGN operator perspective) related to both control and management planes, to achieve an efficient management of resilience. Moreover, we provide the most recent trends related to the management of resilience in CGNs. Another contribution related to the management of resilience can be found in [10] . However, this study solely focuses on control plane requirements.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II presents in a nutshell the evolution of Transport and Network technologies, clearly introducing the issues to be addressed in order to properly manage resilience in multi-layer CGNs. Section III compiles in a comprehensive manner a survey of resilience schemes for multi-layer CGNs. Section IV delves into the current challenges affecting the management of resilience. This section also distils the negative effects of the lack of interoperability between the management planes of both IP/MPLS and Optical technologies on the management of resilience. Section V provides research trends and directions related to the management of resilience in CGNs. Finally, section VI presents the general conclusions.
Shifting the Paradigm from Conventional Layered Networks to Resilient Multi-Layer CGNs
This section provides a quick overview on how transport (used for the transport medium) and network (used to provide a service) technologies have evolved in the last decades. We show that substantial modifications have been made over transport and network technologies mainly driven by the bandwidth requirements demanded by new applications and services such as, real time gaming, cloud computing or network resources virtualization, among others. Finally, this section briefly introduces how despite the constant evolution of both transport and network technologies, the proper management of resilience in multi-layer CGNs (in practice) is not totally addressed. Fig. 1 depicts the evolution of transport and network technologies from earliest 80's. Since that time Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) and Synchronous Optical Network (SONET) have been the standards mostly used as the transport medium of CGNs. SONET has been mostly used in North America, while SDH has been used outside North America. SONET/SDH enables the following features to packet-based technologies, e.g., Frame Relay or Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM). • High transmission rates.
Evolution of Transport and Network Technologies
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• Operational support.
• Low restoration time (50ms).
• Grooming of multiple technologies.
Despite these variety of features, SONET/SDH has several issues that hinder its deployment in current CGNs, as follows: (1) Shortest-Path algorithms may not be always used for service provisioning; (2) the protection schemes for SONET/SDH demand the use of dedicated paths (turning into a CAPEX increase), and; (3) provisioning actions such as, set-up and tear-down of lightpaths, are static, i.e., manual (human) intervention is required.
During the 80's decade, service providers started to deploy Frame Relay and ATM technologies at the network service layer, to offer their services to potential customers. These two technologies were eventually replaced by IP/MPLS services in mid 2000's, due to several well-known issues, e.g., performance, interoperability and operational costs.
In mid 90's, WDM technologies emerged as an extension for SONET/SDH systems. WDM came up as a promising approach to use the vast amount of fiber bandwidth, leveraging fiber transmission capacity multiplexing. Recent research works claim that the limit of fiber capacity is nearly up to 100 Tbps [11] . Such amount of bandwidth is incredibly higher than the potential bandwidth of any other transmission media. Recent optical transmission testbeds also show that reaching an optical bandwidth capacity above 1 Tbps is not a utopia [12] . Moreover, by means of optical technologies such as WDM, it is possible to achieve all-optical communications, i.e., pure optical data transmission. An all-optical communication model reduces the total power-consumption, which is highly demanded in CGNs. As a result, WDM technologies are a feasible solution for bandwidth hungry services and applications such as, intra-DCN traffic or Video on Demand, among others.
Without overlooking the benefits with regard to the transmission capacity offered by WDM technologies, during the 90's decade, optical nodes had a major limitation related to their ease of configuration. Consequently, great research efforts have been made in optical networking since the early 2000's in order to endow the optical nodes   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 with enough flexibility to be remotely configured. These efforts have led to the creation of Reconfigurable Optical Add Drop Multiplexers (ROADMs). Handling and optimizing this dynamic operation requires a proper set of control functionalities. This control necessity motivated the advent of tentative control plane technologies namely GMPLS and ASON, both aiming to provide optical equipment with control functions facilitating a variety of novel network features such as, traffic engineering or recovery capabilities, among others.
Few years later in mid 2000's, new standards were published to endow transport technologies such as Ethernet, with augmented network features, turning Ethernet into the so-called Carrier Grade Ethernet (CGE), as defined by the Metro Ethernet Forum (MEF) [13] . Key building blocks of CGE are: 1) standards IEEE 802.1ad [14] , and 802.1ah [15] , which increase the level of broadcast segmentation provided by the VLAN stacking employed by the conventional Ethernet, turning into an improvement on the scalability, traffic engineering, and security features, and; 2) the standards IEEE 802.1ag and the IEEE 802.1qay endowing CGE with resilience capabilities [16] , [17] . Notwithstanding the features provided by CGE, it is worth mentioning that a protocol stack formed by four network layers (IP/MPLS/CGE over Optical transport) might impose an excessive signaling for a resilience scheme. Beyond that, the operational cost inherent to the management of four different technologies is high, actually too high, since each individual network layer is requiring specific operational and maintenance requirements. As a consequence, service providers prefer to deliver their services using IP/MPLS over the Optical layer directly.
In addition, it must be also highlighted the potential duplication and overlapping of functionalities on each single layer. For example, in a failure scenario all network layers (IP, MPLS, CGE, and Optical) activate their own recovery mechanisms, what could lead to inconsistent NSI (as it is shown in Section III). Despite coordination among network layers is mandatory to guarantee the avoidance of duplicated recovery actions, it still remains as an open issue in current network research.
Another noticeable evolution of the transport layer in mid 2000's, was the advent of Elastic Optical Networks (EONs) [18] . EONs provide a flexible-grid spectrum contrary to the conventional 50 GHz fixed-grid spectrum. By means of a flexible-grid spectrum, it is possible to reduce both power and optical resources required for optical transmission. There is not doubt that resilience strategies must be enhanced to optimally perform in EON scenarios, mainly to include the additional NSI to be considered for routing, such as, physical link distance and quality of the optical signal. This reasoning is supported by the wealth of studies dealing with the management of resilience in EONs [19, 20, 21] .
Also in mid 2000's, IP/MPLS started to become an essential part of the network core of CGNs. This IP/MPLS positioning encouraged the network community to provide MPLS with features such as survivability, maintenance tasks, among others. As a result, the MPLS Transport Profile (MPLS-TP) emerged as an initiative of both the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and the Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T) to expand MPLS for supporting features, commonly demanded by transport technologies [22] .
In recent years, main research contributions are positioning three different trends related to both Network services and Transport technologies: 1) Hybrid Nodes, new network paradigms, and Identifier (ID)/Locator (LOC) Separation Architectures (ILSA). First, there is a trend in network research consisting in combining the functionalities 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 of migration tasks, and the potential disruption on their provided services this migration could promote. Thus, based on this pragmatic feeling, it seems that non-disruptive approaches, such as ILSA schemes, come to be more appealing (at least easy to deploy) than Clean-Slate architectures. In short, the main goal of ILSA proposals is to solve the double functionality problem inherent to the current addressing scheme, and the exhaustion of addresses by assigning an independent set of addresses for identification and location functions.
The need for resilience
The evolution in the network technology cannot be explained without considering the high demanding set of services and applications recently introduced into the market. In addition, and definitely more relevant, it must be also considered the capacities offered to "others" (individual users or service developers) to create new communication scenarios and cooperation frameworks requiring stringent demands on network performance. This network demanding scenario was fueled some years ago by the introduction of optical technologies that undoubtedly enabled high speed transmission, necessary for the provisioning of services requiring a high amount of bandwidth, e.g., IPTV or Video on Demand (VoD). Current market evolution is envisioning a highly demanding scenario, supported by wide, seamless and high capacity connectivity, all as a whole paving the way to innovative services. These services must be linked to a Service Level Agreement (SLA), responsible for detailing and hence setting the rules and policies to guaranteeing the required network capacities, and demanding resilient end-to-end connectivity. In consequence, the network infrastructure, mainly supported by a multi-layer network consisting in IP/MPLS over Optical networks, must be endowed with resilience mechanisms in order to provide fault tolerance services. Indeed, resilience stands for the capability of a network to maintain the offered services undisrupted in the face of failures.
Resilience is achieved by means of Recovery schemes. A proper management of recovery strategies is required to get benefit from the different features inherent to the layers building the multi-layer architecture. Indeed, an appropriate management of this overall setting is evidently required to guarantee and efficient and reliable traffic forwarding. Unfortunately, this global interworking between the management and control planes of the IP/MPLS and Optical network layers must face the cross-layer coordination problem, standing for three significant issues, coordination, correlation and integration, nowadays not yet solved. The cross-layer coordination problem in multi-vendor scenarios is one of the interoperability issues that pose major challenges for the management of resilience in multi-layer CGNs. Fortunately substantial modifications have been made over the control plane of both IP/MPLS and Optical technologies with the aim of enabling crosslayer coordination [29] . However, there are still several open issues related to cross-layer coordination. The most relevant one for a CGN operator is the definition of signaling mechanisms required to enable both cross-layer coordination and the exchange of NSI such as, network topology or links statistics in multi-vendor scenarios.
A trend to address this interoperability issue is the one followed by traditional IP vendors such as Cisco or Juniper, which is centered on supporting the integration of Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing (DWDM) transponders in their IP routers. This equipment unification shall reduce the amount of components in the network and the optical transponders cost [30] and also shall facilitate its management, but it increases the interconnection challenges between network vendors at the optical signal level. In other words, an integrated transponder must be compatible with other vendors' transponders, which is not possible at the current state of the art for high rate interfaces [31] .
Resilience in Multi-Layer Networks
This section surveys main contributions addressing resilience in multi-layer networks. Moreover, we introduce to non-expert readers main resilience concepts such as Protection, Restoration and Recovery, which are definitely needed to get a comprehensive understanding of existing resilience strategies and mechanisms. Resilience capabilities are implemented in terms of recovery mechanisms. The concept of Recovery refers to those actions executed in order to recover the traffic affected by a failure in the network (affecting a link or node). A recovery scheme can be categorized into two approaches: (1) Protection schemes, and; (2) Restoration schemes.
It is important to remark that the concepts of Protection and Restoration are frequently misunderstood. Even though they refer to similar aspects, both differ on the time defining the recovery actions to be applied. Indeed, recovery actions are applied before or after the failure occurs in protection or restoration schemes respectively.
The protection schemes, applied at the network planning stage, can be mainly categorized into four approaches [32] .
1+1 Protection (Proactive Dedicated Path Protection): This protection strategy employs a dedicated backup path to protect a certain primary path. Traffic is sent along both paths, the primary and the backup, based on a selection criterion, and only the traffic received from one of these paths is chosen at the destination.
1:1 Protection (Standby Dedicated Path Protection): Under this type of protection scheme the affected primary path's traffic is solely sent along a backup path when the primary path fails. Under normal conditions, a backup path can be used to convey traffic from another primary path, in order to for example, avoid network congestion.
1:N Protection (Shared Path Protection): With this protection strategy several protection paths (N) share common network resources (optical wavelengths, IP bandwidth) along overlapping links. When a primary path fails the affected traffic is sent along the backup path, and in that case the remaining N-1 primary paths will be unprotected.
M:N Protection (M≤N): Similar to 1: N protection, but M paths are used for protecting N primary paths.
A proactive Dedicated Path Protection (DPP) is usually the scheme employed in practice by network operators, because of its ease of deployment and its low recovery time (50 ms). However, due to its proactive nature, a DPP scheme requires a vast amount of network resources to enable path protection (P cost ). On the contrary, a Shared Path From the perspective of a CGN designer, it would be optimal to combine the advantages of both DPP and SPP schemes to get low recovery times with low network resources consumption. Driven by this necessity, an innovative protection strategy referred to as Network Coding Protection (NCP) has recently emerged as a promising solution offering protection in an agile and cost-efficient manner. NCP strategies leverage the use of throughput improvement techniques such as Network Coding (NC) jointly with a proactive protection scheme [33] .
On the other hand, restoration schemes are reactive in the sense that they employ a recovery action that is dynamically computed upon a failure event. As a consequence, a restoration scheme provides more flexibility for computing a recovery action compared to a protection scheme [34] . In addition, a restoration scheme is suitable for a diverse set of failure scenarios without requiring over-dimensioning [35] , such as multiple simultaneous failure scenarios (caused by catastrophic events such as a hurricane, or an earthquake) [36, 37] .
An easy observation reveals that since protection schemes are proactive, they require less signaling to trigger a recovery action compared to a restoration scheme. Therefore, a protection scheme needs less time for recovering traffic, since the recovery action is already computed (usually at the network planning phase). Indeed, the recovery time required by restoration schemes is over 200 ms [38] . Let T r be the recovery time computed as shown in Equation (1), where T c is the time required to compute and select the protection path and T rs is the time to switch the affected traffic from the primary path to the protection path. For protection schemes, T c is negligible.
In fact, the signaling required by restoration schemes hinders their deployment, since it may be troublesome in multi-layer CGNs, because a restoration scheme undoubtedly needs cross-layer coordination [34, 39] , (see Section IV). In addition, the deployment of a restoration scheme can be troublesome also in multi-vendor network scenarios, because the interoperability of the control and management planes among NEs belonging to different vendors has not been totally achieved (intra-layer coordination). Therefore, both cross-layer coordination and intra-layer coordination are two handicaps for deploying a restoration scheme (later discussed in Section IV).
It must be noticed that both restoration and protection schemes are not mutually exclusive, hence, they can jointly coexist. For instance, in the case of a multiple failure scenario, where several links failed simultaneously (including backup paths) leading to a network state not covered by the deployed protection scheme, a restoration scheme might be needed to compute a second backup path for recovering the affected traffic.
Deploying Recovery Schemes on Multi-Layer CGNs
The deployment of Recovery schemes is based in two main strategies.
1. Single-Layer Recovery (SLR) strategies. This strategy is based on the deployment of recovery actions solely in one network layer (IP or Optical). Table 1 Local Restoration [45] , PCE based restoration [51] , Other related works: [52, 35] .
2. Multi-Layer Recovery (MLR) (MLR) strategies. This strategy consists on the deployment of recovery actions at all network layers [8] . Moreover, MLR strategies are categorized depending on the layer starting the recovery actions required to restore the affected traffic: Multi-Layer Recovery Bottom-UP (MLRBU) and Multi-Layer Recovery Top-Down (MLRTD). Fig. 2 shows the MLR strategies taxonomy.
Many studies available in the literature argue that SLR strategies are not only inefficient but in some cases ineffective, since in some failure scenarios SLR strategies might not be able to recover the affected traffic [54, 55] . Unlike SLR strategies, MLRBU refers to those strategies where upon a failure event, the execution of recovery actions are applied at the bottom network layer, e.g., the Optical layer; in case the affected traffic cannot be restored, then recovery actions are triggered at an upper network layer, e.g., the IP/MPLS layer. On the other hand, the operation of a MLRTD strategy is pretty similar to a MLRBU strategy, though differing on the order network layers trigger recovery actions, thus MLRTD triggers recovery actions from the upper, down to the bottom network layer.
Different MLRBU strategies are proposed in [56] and [57] , claiming that MLRBU solutions are more agile (low recovery time) compared to MLRTD strategies. However, other studies adopt a different perspective. For instance, authors in [58] proposed ML-RTD strategies, arguing that finer granularity level recovery actions may be obtained in comparison with MLRBU. This fine granularity is an advantage in order to select customized restoration paths for traffic flows with distinct characteristics, e.g., data traffic, Video Traffic (sensitive to network delay). This rationale is discussed in detail in Section IV. It is worth noticing that both MLRBU and MLRTD strategies require cross-layer coordination, in order to sequentially trigger the recovery actions at different network layers. An alternative for scenarios with no cross-layer coordination is referred to as Uncoordinated Multi-Layer Recovery (UMLR). A UMLR strategies triggers recovery actions in a parallel manner at all network layers, what unfortunately can lead to both suboptimal recovery actions (high utilization of network resources used to restore affected traffic) and inconsistent network states, hence limiting its wide adoption.
A MLR strategy can achieve cross-layer coordination by means of two main approaches: 1) Sequential mechanism; and 2) Integrated mechanism.
For a Sequential mechanism a pre-defined policy defines when a network layer is unable to restore the affected traffic, hence requiring recovery actions to be triggered at an upper or lower network layer (MLRBU or MLRTD respectively). To this end, two mechanisms are studied in the literature, as follows [8] .
1. Hold-off timer, mainly based on the use of predefined timeouts. Upon a failure event pops up, the recovery mechanism of each network layer has a predefined timeout defining the time limit to restore the affected traffic. Once this timeout expires, the running recovery mechanism stops, and the recovery mechanism of the upper or bottom network layer is triggered. It is worth mentioning that several timeouts associated to each network layer may be defined (i.e., timeout per failure event), each one customized according to the expected behavior for single failure scenarios. 2. Signaling Messages, based on the use of notification messages among the network layers to either stop or start the execution of recovery actions. 3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63 On the other hand, an Integrated mechanism is based on collecting NSI from all network layers to be used to select the most appropriate reactive action addressing a particular failure in the network. A MLR scheme using an Integrated Strategy can follow three approaches.
1. Fully Integrated. For this approach, the NEs within the IP/MPLS and Optical network layers play an active role because each of them can coordinate and trigger recovery actions. As it is shown in Fig. 3a , each NE embeds a set of recovery capabilities enabling the control and management of several NEs features. As a result, substantial modifications are needed for conventional routing protocols such as, Open Shortest Path First (OSPF), as well as for GMPLS, ASON, or any other distributed control plane, in order to enable the signaling required to support the advanced routing capabilities needed by an MLR strategy. Authors in [59] propose extensions for conventional routing protocols such as OSPF, to achieve advanced routing capabilities. For more information on this issue the reader is referred to [60] . 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 65 3b, a Relay MLR strategy uses the features of the management plane of both network layers (IP/MPLS and Optical) to coordinate and trigger the required recovery actions. Therefore, a Relay MLR strategy must be able to orchestrate multi-layer interactions leading to: i) the modification of the data models of IP/MPLS and Optical NEs, and; ii) the integration with Third-party systems such as, a PCE, or SDN. A proposal of a Relay MLR strategy, referred to as ONE Adapter, can be found in [61] . The ONE adapter is a middle box which may communicate with the IP/MPLS and Optical layers and coordinate actions between them. The ONE Adapter enables the dynamic provisioning of a wide and diverse set of services, such as IP service Provisioning, IP offloading actions, and recovery actions.
• Hybrid MLR: There is a trend in network research referred to as hybrid optical network architectures, which consists in combining the functionalities of optical circuit and packet switching technologies in a single NE. In these hybrid networks, hybrid nodes also known as PHRs, can be programmed in order to enable packet switching, optical switching, low-level electronic packet routing or even all network features at the same time. In hybrid network scenarios both management and control planes of the Optical and IP/MPLS network layers are merged, as it can be observed in Fig. 3c . Therefore, a Hybrid MLR strategy must be able to orchestrate a variety of services as well as to reconfigure the routing and optical features of the PHRs. To this end, protocols such as Forwarding and Control Element Separation (ForCES) have been proposed [62] . Table. 2 shows a collection of MLR strategies discussed in this section.
Managing resilience in multi-layer CGNs: The challenges
As already stated in previous sections, three highly related issues are limiting the deployment of resilience schemes in multi-layer CGNs: (1) Coordination of actions, (2) Correlation of NSI, and (3) Integration with Third-Party Systems. These three issues are the major reasons preventing multi-layer resilience schemes proposed so far, to be totally adopted by network carriers in recent multi-layer CGNs. A comprehensive knowledge of these issues is mandatory to understand why the deployment of MLR schemes is not fully achieved at present. In the following lines, these problems are described in detail.
The need for coordination
The coordination of actions in multi-layer CGNs can be grouped into three sets. technology), and; (3) coordination in hybrid scenarios. In the following lines we exemplify in a compressive manner, the need for both cross and intra-layer coordination in multilayer CGNs by means of illustrative network scenarios. The network scenarios presented in this section may come up as a result of either a bad network planning (what of course would not be useful for illustrative purposes) or due to the negative impact of multiple failure events. This section is intended to show that, even when a careful network planning is made, a recovery scheme might not be able to recover the affected traffic in certain network scenarios. Therefore, coordination is a key requirement for MLR strategies to fully guarantee network resilience against failures. As described in Section III.B, one of the possible approaches to create resilient networks is centered in Single Layer Recovery (SLR) strategies. Unfortunately, SLR strategies are inefficient in multi-layer CGNs. To illustrate the inefficiency of SLR strategies we consider the different network scenarios shown in Fig. 4 , modeled by an optical layer (as transport) and an IP/MPLS layer (as service) on top of it. In other words, all IP or IP/MPLS edges are virtual links, i.e., the optical links serve as a transport medium (server links) for the virtual links. In addition, hereinafter, a connection between an optical and a IP node is referred to as cross-layer connection.
Let's consider that a SLR strategy is applied only at the IP layer. Let's now look at the scenario shown in Fig. 4a , that forwards traffic from router A destined to router B (traffic A − B) throughout the path A − D − B. In the case of a failure affecting router D, the SLR deployed at the IP layer can successfully restore the affected traffic, by rerouting the traffic throughout the path A − C − B. Hence, in this scenario an SLR   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 recovery strategy will work out. Unfortunately this is not the normal scenario. Let's now consider the scenario shown in Fig. 4b .
Let's now assume that the SLR strategy is deployed at the optical layer, see Fig. 4c and Fig. 4d . Fig. 4c shows a failure on the optical link c − a, affecting the virtual links C − A, and C − D (assuming that the traffic sent along these links is forwarded along the optical link c − a). This situation may be handled by both: i) setting an optical circuit between optical nodes c and d along the optical path c − b − d, to correctly restore the traffic sent on the virtual link C − D, and; ii) setting an optical circuit between optical nodes a and c along the optical path a − b − d − c, to restore the traffic sent on the virtual link C − A. In this case, the SLR strategy would work out.
However, Fig. 4d , shows what the behavior would be when the failure is at the IP layer. Thus, let's assume a malfunction in router D (e.g., a software failure) affecting its data plane features, such as the traffic sent by router A destined to router B (traf f ic A−B ). This situation may be handled by a recovery action rerouting traf f ic A−B through router C. The issue is that this recovery action can be deployed only at the IP layer, since NEs belonging to the Optical layer are not aware of any failure affecting an IP NE, i.e., the alarms generated by a malfunctioning router will be received only by the NMS of the IP layer (IP-NMS).
Hence, it is clearly observed that SLR strategies may easily fail on their objectives even when a single failure comes up. Obviously, this behavior is even worse in multiple failures scenarios. As a sake of understanding, let's consider the network scenario drawn in Fig. 5 , showing two simultaneous failure events, a failure on the optical link a − c affecting virtual link A − C, and a malfunction in router D. A SLR strategy deployed at either the IP or the Optical layer cannot restore the traffic sent by router A destined to router B along the path A − D − B, since the Optical layer is not aware of the failure on router D, and the IP layer cannot trigger the provisioning of a new circuit between optical nodes a and c.
An intuitive reasoning to address the limitations of SLR strategies is to deploy recovery schemes at all network layers in order to cope with all possible failure scenarios. This statement can be exemplified moving back to the network scenario shown in Fig.  5 . In this scenario, if the recovery mechanisms on the IP and the Optical layers would coordinate their respective recovery actions, it may be possible both: i) to set up a new optical circuit between optical nodes a and c along the optical path a − d − c, to reestablish the virtual link A − C, and; ii) to reroute the traffic from A destined to router B along the path A − C − B, hence restoring the affected traffic.
Recognized that SLR strategies are inefficient in CGE scenarios, applying MLR strategies will require the coordination of recovery actions. Otherwise an uncoordinated MLR 3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 scheme may lead to both inconsistent NSI and high P cost . With the aim of illustrating the negative effects of the lack of coordination in multi-layer CGNs, we propose to analyze the network scenario shown in Fig. 6 , considering that a MLR strategy is deployed, i.e., recovery strategies at both network layers are reacting to the failure detection. During normal operation the traffic from router A to router E is forwarded along the virtual link A − C (along optical link a − c) using the MPLS label L6. Let's now consider that a failure in the optical link a − c comes up, hence losing the traffic from router A to router E. Assuming there is no coordination between the recovery strategies deployed at each layer, two actions are simultaneously triggered and successfully executed in the following order: i) the recovery mechanism of the IP/MPLS layer reroutes the traffic sent by router A destined to router E by assigning a new MPLS label (for example L5) (forwarding this traffic along the IP path A − D − C − E), and; ii) the recovery mechanism of the optical layer triggers the provisioning of a new optical circuit between optical nodes a and c, along the optical path a − b − c, which reestablishes the virtual link A − C. Once this virtual link is reestablished, the IP routing mechanism may reroute the affected traffic, without setting a new label at the MPLS layer. However, notice that the recovery policy at the MPLS layer states that the label L5 (the MPLS label used for all traffic sent from A destined to E) must be maintained, i.e., not to swap label L5 with any other MPLS label such as L6. Therefore, since router A acquired the MPLS label L5 from router D, router C does not have label L5 on its Label Information Base (LIB). This will cause router C to drop all traffic with a L5 label.
All the scenarios described so far in this section are valid for SLR and Uncoordinated MLR (UMLR) strategies where the recovery action is computed after the failure event occurs, i.e., restoration schemes. However, the limitations of UMLR and SLR strategies are not restricted to restoration schemes, but also protection strategies need to be considered. The scenario shown in Fig. 7 is posed to demonstrate this behavior. Let's assume that a SLR strategy based on a DPP scheme is deployed at the Optical layer. In addition, notice that in the IP layer, broadcast segmentation is enabled by means of OSPF areas [70] . Let's consider a multiple failure scenario, consisting in a failure in 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 both the primary and the backup optical links between optical nodes a and d. As a consequence, the virtual link between routers A and D will also fail. In order to restore the affected traffic, it is necessary to set up a new virtual link between routers A and D on the fly, i.e., a restoration scheme is required, since recovery actions included in any protection scheme are defined at the network planning phase. It is worth mentioning that restoring the affected traffic by rerouting throughout the path A − B − C − D is not possible, since the virtual link A − B belongs to a different OSPF area from link A−D. 3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 After the presented analysis, we can correctly assess that if recovery actions are executed only on a single layer basis, there are no guarantees that the affected traffic may be restored for all possible failure scenarios, be either single or multiple. For this reason, a SLR strategy is inefficient in multi-layer CGNs. Consequently, the need for coordination (cross-layer coordination) when multiple recovery strategies at different layers are to be applied.
In addition to cross-layer coordination, intra-layer coordination is highly important to properly orchestrate recovery actions. In a multi-vendor scenario, a NE belonging to a specific vendor has a different configuration data model, as well as it provides different capabilities in comparison with a NE based on the same technology but belonging to a different vendor. Therefore, independently of the strategy adopted related to the deployment of recovery actions, namely SLR or MLR (Integrated or not), it is required vendor-agnostic control and management protocols. This need for intra-layer coordination is valid for all the scenarios shown in this section, since configuration actions such as, optical circuit or virtual link provisioning are required.
Coordination of actions
In the last section we introduced and illustrated with examples the need for coordination in multi-layer CGNs. Most significant issues related to coordination are rooted on the fact that each network layer has its own NMS System (IP-NMS and T-NMS). Next, we deeply analyze solutions and weaknesses for each coordination set of actions.
Intra-layer coordination
As a matter of fact, NEs belonging to the same network technology (intra-layer coordination) are managed through proprietary NMS solutions -each network vendor imposes its own solution. This leads to both an unnecessary duplication of actions and difficult configuration tasks for network administrators, because each vendor enforces its proprietary configuration data model. This situation is magnified at the IP/MPLS layer, since network administrators often use a CLI interface to configure IP/MPLS NEs.
Despite the fact that the use of control plane proposals such as, GMPLS or ASON, is becoming a widespread practice among network operators, neither of these two technologies provides the required granularity level for the provisioning tasks required by recovery actions. This is the rationale driving network operators to rely mainly on the IP/MPLS layer, on the use of management protocols such as Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP). Nevertheless, SNMP has been mainly restricted to monitoring purposes, hence far from taking over configuration tasks, mainly rooted by two reasons: (i) the coarse granularity level offered by SNMP, and; (ii) the lack of a vendor-agnostic configuration data model. These two issues motivated the development of more robust and flexible management protocols such as Network Configuration Protocol (NETCONF). NETCONF is an XML based protocol that not only provides configuration actions with a high degree of granularity compared to SNMP, but also offers a vendor-agnostic data model termed as YANG [71] . Hence, from a theoretical perspective, NETCONF and YANG can contribute to deal with the intra-layer interoperability issues. However, some challenges remain yet unsolved.
• The development of a common data model designed to embrace the configuration syntax for all different network vendors is a difficult task, because each network 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 vendor adds its own "ingredient" to the protocols running on their NEs. It is also worth mentioning the effects such common data model may have on the current business models, mainly due to the potential reluctance among network vendors about its deployment.
• Despite the management features provided by NETCONF the coordination of recovery actions in multi-layer CGNs deserves further attention.
Cross-layer coordination
Two major approaches for multi-layer coordination, as already described in Section III, are sequential and integrated strategies. On one hand, for MLR strategies based on an integrated strategy, two strong limitations exist: i) current control plane protocols do not support the orchestration of complex recovery actions, i.e., actions that involve the simultaneous configuration of several features of a NE, and; ii) the signaling mechanisms needed to achieve cross-layer coordination must be defined, even though there are proprietary solutions already available, there is not a vendor-agnostic signaling mechanisms [72] .
On the other hand, for MLR strategies based on a sequential strategy several issues related to the escalation mechanisms must be addressed. For instance, even though the use of Hold-off timers is a pragmatic and easy strategy to implement, computing the optimal value could be troublesome. In fact, while a high Hold-off timer may prolong the restoration time, causing the loss of packets, a low Hold-off timer may not be enough for restoring affected traffic in some network scenarios.
Therefore, replacing Hold-off timers by signaling messages could be another option to manage the sequence of actions. Unluckily, while the use of signaling messages is more efficient than timers [54] , it is harder to implement in multi-vendor environments due to standardization issues. Based on this, the deployment of MLR strategies based on a sequential strategy is limited mainly due to both: i) the required signaling messages for cross-layer communication, and; ii) the layer interoperability issues caused by multivendor settings.
Coordination in hybrid scenarios
So far in this section, we have analyzed how the lack of coordination impacts on conventional multilayer topologies built by an IP/MPLS layer on top of a WDM network. But, in addition to those conventional multi-layer architectures, we have already introduced in Section III the concept of hybrid node so-called Programmable Hybrid Router (PHR), as a solution to optimize network management. PHR is based on endowing a NE with the capacity to be programmed to enable optical packet switching, circuit switching, low-level electronic packet routing or even all functionalities at the same time. This programmable capacity theoretically must contribute to support a seamless integration of the management and control planes of both IP/MPLS and Optical network layers. But aligned to the coordination issue, we envision a significant impact on resilience due to the lack of coordination, even for this integrated hybrid architecture. Figure 8 illustrates, as a didactic example, a failure scenario in a hybrid network where node b, is a hybrid node programmed as optical switch. Let's assume that router A is sending traffic to routers B and C. During normal operation, the traffic from router A destined to routers B and C is groomed at optical node a into optical wavelength λ 1 and then forwarded to hybrid node b. Then, hybrid node b drops optical wavelength λ 1 and forwards all traffic to router B. Router B receives the traffic destined to itself, and after looking up its routing table, forwards the traffic destined to router C through hybrid node b and optical node c into optical wavelength λ 2 .
Let's now assume a failure comes up. In particular, we consider that the cross-layer connection between router B and hybrid node b (marked as 1 in the Fig. 8 ) fails. Hereinafter, we assume that one cross-layer connection is required per Virtual link. This failure affects the virtual link A−B, causing the loss of traffic sent by router A (traf f ic A−B and traf f ic A−C ). This is so because the only cross-layer connection available in routerB is already used for the virtual link B − C. Therefore, there are no cross-layer connections available on router B to establish a new virtual link between router B and router A.
A possible recovery action could be to reconfigure the hybrid node b with both IP and optical routing features (this configuration was not assumed before the failure event due to power consumption constraints). Thus, a new virtual link can be established between router A and hybrid node b. As a result, the traffic sent by A destined to routers B and C can be forwarded to hybrid node b, since this one has IP routing features, i.e., can route IP traffic A − C without being dropped into router B. In addition, since hybrid node b also has optical features, it can drop the traffic destined to router B. Notice that a virtual link between routers A and C cannot be established because there are no cross-layer connections available in router C. Therefore, the strategy to recover from a failure leverages the functionality to be activated on a hybrid node (IP or optical routing), which is a decision that a MLR strategy must take, hence demanding a high level of coordination.
As a conclusion, we can state that the coordination of actions is a major drawback 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 hindering the management of resilience in multi-layer CGNs. Even though the issues related to cross-layer coordination may be minimized by using a simple escalation strategy as hold-off timers, intra-layer coordination can be arduous to achieve in multi-vendor environments. Although major advances have been done on this aspect regarding the control plane, the management plane still demands further development.
Correlation of NSI
Current multi-layer CGNs do not have the mechanisms required to enable dynamic multi-layer topology discovery in multi-vendor settings. In practice, the multi-layer topology should reflect the set of physical (optical) paths followed by a virtual link, as well as the set of cross-layer connections (connection between an IP/MPLS node and an optical node). In order to build the multi-layer topology, NSI from both IP/MPLS and Optical network layers is required. However, in a real multi-vendor CGN the dynamic discovery of the overall multi-layer network topology could be troublesome, mainly due to both: 1) the IP/MPLS NEs are not aware of the optical network topology and vice-versa, and; 2) the protocols available for topology discovery only operate among NEs belonging to the same vendor.
To the best of our knowledge, the multi-layer topology can only be obtained statically (usually done by observing the status of the virtual links when disconnecting an optical link in the optical layer), since there is not an algorithm to dynamically collect the required multi-layer topological information. In fact, the lack of a multi-layer discovery algorithm strongly limits some of the common operational actions in a multilayer network scenario, such as the alarm correlation and the severity assessment of a failure (see Fig.  9 ). The complete knowledge of the multi-layer topology is useful for a network operator to know how failures in the optical layer could affect the IP/MPLS virtual links i.e., computation of Shared Risk Link Groups (SRLGs) [73] . Based on this knowledge an MLR strategy is able to estimate the scale of a failure, as well as how the network performance will be affected by potential failures, e.g., assessing the Expected Traffic Loss (ETL) [74] .
At present the most realistic solution for alarm correlation in multi-layer networks is the so-called Link Management Protocol (LMP) [75] . Nevertheless, LMP is just a notification protocol; hence, it does not perform advanced computational tasks such as the assessment of the ETL.
The negative effects produced by the lack of NSI correlation are shown in Fig. 9 . Let's assume a failure affecting optical link c − b. Upper and bottom draws in Fig.9 , show the effects of such failure on the overall topology considering the cases that there is no and there is dynamic discovery, collection and correlation of NSI respectively. In the upper scenario there is no NSI correlation, so there is no way to easily estimate what the impact of the failure on the virtual links will be. Opposite to that, in the bottom scenario, the multi-layer topology is known, hence making easier to estimate that the failure affecting link c − b negatively impacts on the traffic sent along virtual links A − C and C −B. Knowing such estimation, an MLR strategy might compute the required P cost with the aim of avoiding possible network congestion. Furthermore, an MLR strategy (specifically, a stateful MLR strategy) could store recovery state information, so in case optical c − b fails again, the recovery paths are foreknown.
In practice, the alarm correlation, the severity assessment of a failure, and the multilayer topology discovery, are features all adding computational complexity in the NEs, what unquestionably makes its deployment into NEs pretty difficult. The only solution to overcome this computational complexity is to shift to a centralized architecture, where a single centralized-server such as, a Relay MLR strategy, embeds all functionalities. Indeed, a Relay MLR strategy outperforms a Fully-Integrated strategy in the scenarios where a significant amount of NSI needs to be processed to perform the online computation of a recovery path [76] . As a matter of fact, the implementation of a FullyIntegrated MLR strategy is difficult, because the integration of the control and management planes is an arduous task due to several issues, such as the computational burden and the high complexity added to each NE. This weakness limits correlation-actions such as the multi-layer topology discovery. Notice that the mechanisms provided by OSPF for IP topology discovery may cause both routers congestion, and high convergence time in large network scenarios [77] . This can be more severe if extrapolated to the multi-layer topology scenario. Thus, regarding the execution of correlation-actions, the scalability of Fully-Integrated MLR strategies is very low.
Centralized Network Architectures: A Possible Answer to Resilience Management
An integration of third-party systems and new network architectures such as, PCE, SDN, an OpenFlow, may contribute to enhance the resilience level of a MLR strategy. Therefore, as a theoretical principle, any MLR strategy should be able to leverage the features provided by other network architectures in order to improve its performance 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 regarding resilience. In this section we provide some insights on this integration specially for PCE and SDN/OpenFlow scenarios, aiming at highlighting not only benefits but also existing weaknesses and limitations. The PCE, as a solution, came up to decouple path computation tasks from data forwarding routers. This is driven by the stringent requirements demanded by new Internet services, which is leading to consider diverse NSI such as, Optical signal conditions, as well as features such as low energy consumption for path computation purposes. Fortunately, the adoption of a centralized routing architecture such as the PCE facilitates an agile (recovery) path computation with low complexity [78] . The advantages provided by PCE schemes fueled significant efforts related to standardize the integration of PCE schemes in current CGNs [79, 80] , as well as several scientific studies dealing with PCE utilization in multi-layer CGNs [81] , [82] .
In order to illustrate the features provided by a PCE scheme we consider the scenario shown in Fig. 10 . In this scenario, a PCE interacts with a NE, referred to as the Virtual Network Topology Manager (VNTM) [83] . The VNTM manages the multi-layer topology NSI and it is responsible for provisioning tasks, such as, set-up and tear-down of lightpaths.
As it can be seen in Fig. 10 , an IP NMS informs a MLR strategy about the failure affecting virtual link A − C (step 1). As a consequence, using the Path Computation Element Protocol (PCEP), an MLR strategy sends a path computation query to a PCE, requesting a new connection between nodes A and C, see step 2. Then, the PCE asks the VNTM for the set of candidate optical paths available between nodes A and C (step 3). Hereafter, the VNTM initiates the provisioning of a new lightpath between nodes a and c (step 4). Once the optical path is provisioned, the virtual link A − C is reestablished. Therefore, by considering PCE, an MLR strategy can coordinate path computation while reducing signaling overhead and delay, hence avoiding the additional components and extended capabilities required at the NEs.
Despite the advantages provided by PCE schemes, enabling interaction between the NEs and a PCE might be very sophisticated (e.g., consider a fully-integrated MLR strat-egy), since the PCEP deployment into NEs is not native in current NEs.
In addition, in multiple failure scenarios, the coordination of recovery actions is required in order to avoid sending duplicated path computation queries to a PCE. Otherwise, some contention process must be done by a PCE. Therefore, the coordination of actions must be done either by the MLR or the PCE scheme.
On the other hand, SDN is gaining momentum in recent years as a centralized control architecture. The rationale behind SDNs is to enable the programmability of the forwarding table of NEs by decoupling the control plane and data planes. In a SDN CGN the mechanism associated to traffic forwarding (data plane) is located in the NEs, but control planes features are embedded in a separate hardware entity, called Remote Controller, which is typically a stand-alone server.
The flexibility provided by SDNs for real-time programming of the traffic flow has been well received in network research. This is because network vendors are unwilling to expose the internal operation of their network products mainly due to business policies. One of the possible solutions facilitating a real deployment of SDNs is OpenFlow. OpenFlow is a protocol used to program the forwarding table of a NE by means of a Remote Controller. With OpenFlow the traffic flow can be controlled using several parameters such as, VLAN ID, source/destination IP/MAC address, or a TCP port. It is worth mentioning that "flow" in the jargon of OpenFlow refers to packets or circuits (optical circuit); hence, optical circuit parameters can be also employed for controlling the direction of a flow, e.g., an optical wavelength.
OpenFlow can be considered as a useful tool with the aim of designing more advanced MLR strategies. The rationale for this assessment is that OpenFlow offers a more flexible interface to configure the forwarding plane of NEs from different vendors, compared to conventional management protocols such as, SNMP or NETCONF. The flexibility of OpenFlow substantially reduces the complexity of an MLR strategy. This reduction of complexity leads to agile MLR strategies. Figure 11 illustrates how a MLR strategy can leverage the features provided by OpenFlow. Let's assume a failure in the optical link c − d pops up. Immediately, this failure affects the traffic forwarded by router C to router D, what motivates that an IP-NMS triggers a message to the MLR strategy about the failure event (step 1). Then, the MLR strategy sends a query to the Remote Controller, requesting to modify the forwarding table of optical node c (step 2). The Remote Controller does it, and hence sends an OpenFlow message to modify the forwarding table of optical node c, so that from that time on: i) the delay sensible traffic (Video traffic) destined to router D is routed along the optical path c − b − d, and; ii) the non-sensible delay traffic (data traffic) destined to router D is routed along the optical path c − a − b − d (see step 3). This is so, due to the lack of network resources on the optical link c − b to convey all traffic from router C to router D.
Finally, we can conclude that MLR strategies along with OpenFlow can achieve finegranularity related to the selection of recovery paths as proved by authors in [84, 85] . This is mainly rooted on the fact that by means of OpenFlow is possible to route traffic at different granularity levels, i.e., based on a TCP port, IP address or optical wavelength. It is no doubt that this routing flexibility enhances the efficiency of an MLR strategy.
Nevertheless, despite the strong research efforts devoted to SDN networks and PCE schemes, yet key issues must be addressed such as, the security mechanisms for both the remote controller and for the PCE in order to avoid malicious attacks [86, 87] .   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 
Research Trends
In this section, we want to summarize and explicitly highlight the major research trends currently gathering and driving most efforts on the CGNs resilience management arena. Table 3 shows a collection of future research proposals related to the resilience arena.
The Integration of Third Party Systems
The integration of third party (centralized) systems consists in removing certain control features from the NEs such as, routing capabilities, and embed them into dedicated hardware entities. A well-known outcome of this practice is the advent of third-party systems and new network architectures such as, the PCE or SDNs (being OpenFlow as the major enabler of a SDN), which adopts a centralized control approach. The adoption of centralized control architectures is driven by the ever-increasing deployment of new Internet services, demanding customized requirements from the control plane. This increase of signaling overhead is shifting the pendulum from distributed to centralized control schemes.
By means of both PCE and SDN it is possible to enhance the operation of MLR strategies because recovery paths computations are done by an entity strictly devoted for this purpose. This operational enhancement opens the door to a diverse set of TE features that might be difficult to deploy in distributed control architectures mainly due to multivendor interoperability issues. It is worth mentioning that SDN and OpenFlow are not mutually exclusive, i.e., they can jointly coexist in a CGN scenario. The efficiency of this integration is proved by authors in [101, 102] . Authors propose the use of a PCE scheme for path computation purposes, whereas SDN is used for provisioning tasks. These studies demonstrate that the combination of both PCE and SDN yields low complexity and low provisioning times.
Based on the strong research efforts devoted to both PCE and SDN, there is no doubt that these two schemes will continue gaining momentum in the resilience management arena.
Hybrid NEs
A different trend gaining momentum in nowadays network research focuses on combining the functionalities of both IP/MPLS and Optical NEs into a single hardware device referred to as Hybrid node. Several network vendors such as Juniper are offering hybrid nodes as part of their product catalog. This trend is represented in the Juniper PTX, a node with both routing and wavelength switching capabilities [24] .
In hybrid network architectures, most of the correlation-induced problems and the interoperability issues described in this paper might be neglected, since there is no need for coordination amount NE with different technologies. However, the well-known intralayer operability issues introduced by multi-vendor settings still need to be addressed. In addition, it is worth mentioning that recovery schemes for hybrid network must be able to solve complex failure scenarios.
Adoption of new Communication Models
Finally, there is no doubt that the negative issues inherent to current routing and addressing schemes have a negative impact on the management of resilience. This is rooted on the fact that the host-oriented communication mode hinders the graceful deployment of Mobility and TE features. In addition, it is well known in the literature the issues related to the exhaustion of the available addressing space. This has lead to new -larger-addressing schemes -clean-slate-proposals suck as IPv6, capable of handling the demand of addresses. However, the migration from current IPv4 to IPv6 has been slow, mainly because of the interoperability issues.
On one hand, it is difficult to adopt current TE features aiming at increasing MLR strategies performance. Furthermore, the rapid change of addresses produced in mobile scenarios leads to suboptimal recovery path computations. In a similar manner, the interoperability issues in multi-addressing scenarios, also lead to suboptimal management of resilience, because the isolation imposed by two addressing schemes reduces the set of available recovery paths.
Fortunately, the negative effects of these issues may be reduced by means of new -non-disruptive-architectures, such as ILSAs. ILSAs schemes offer an alternative to the conventional host-oriented communication model, by adopting a service-oriented communication model. In a service-oriented communication model both routing and addressing features are not longer based on a particular destination address, rather multipledestination addresses might be used according to the demanded service. This capability eases the deployment of Mobility and TE features, as well as mitigates the interoperability issues in multi-addressing scenarios [103, 104, 105] .
Nevertheless, without overlooking the strong research efforts devoted to ILSA schemes, there is scarce information available in the literature related to the study of ILSA schemes   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 to enhance network resilience capabilities. It is reasonable to consider that since the deployment of ILSA schemes is becoming a widespread practice among network carriers, interaction between ILSA and MLR or PCE/SDN schemes might be required. ILSAs are the key enabler for addressing the issues of current routing and addressing scheme in order to adopt future network scenarios such as the IoT. Driven by this rationale, the amount of research studies dealing with the synergy of ILSA schemes with thirdparty systems have increase in the last years. For instance, authors in [106] assess the performance of ILSA schemes jointly with PCE schemes related to path computation in hierarchical network topologies. These kind of contributions boost-up the study of ILSA schemes aiming at enhancing resilience features. An example of this, is the study presented by authors in [98] , where they evaluate the resilience capabilities that ILSA schemes might provide.
Conclusions
This paper provides a comprehensive survey of current Multi-Layer Resilience (MLR) strategies. To this end, we distil the critical weaknesses and limitations strongly preventing network operators to efficiently manage resilience in Carrier-Grade Networks (CGNs) based on the convergence of IP/MPLS and Optical technologies. We show that coordination among network layers (cross-layer coordination) is significantly important for MLR strategies. Indeed, cross-layer coordination is mainly affected by the interoperability of the management planes of Network Elements (NEs) with different technologies (IP or Optical) and network vendors. It is worth mentioning that notable advances have been made in the control plane concerning the cross-layer coordination in multi-layer CGNs, e.g., GMPLS, ASON or SDNs; however, few technological advances have been made related to the management plane . 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 
